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Moving Forward with Purpose

In my initial address to you as President of Anna Maria College, I entitled my remarks Moving Forward. I recently reread that message, and it struck me how much of what we aspired to in those early years has been achieved and how the same efforts of our mission of public service and community involvement are stronger than ever before. Goals of academic development to meet market demands, strengthening and diversifying enrollment and seeking professional partnerships to advantage our student experience and to raise the College visibility are flourishing.

This issue’s cover story on alumnus Paul A. Quaranto, Jr. ’11G, CEO of Boston Mutual Insurance Company, impressively captures those three key initiatives in such an affirming and supportive way. The faculty continue to seek ways to integrate the classroom experience with opportunities in the community that enhance their learning. This story highlights what great partnerships are being developed.

The years ahead are critical given the challenging higher education landscape with questions concerning affirmative action, the value of a college degree coupled with rising costs, and demographic declines for college-age students affecting enrollment goals across the sector. Anna Maria’s decisions prioritize opportunities to foster innovative and relevant programs that leverage our strengths and align with market demand. When we have strategic choices to make, we ask “What is best for the students’ academic promise?” and “Is our decision mission centric?” This ethos transcends undergraduate, graduate, and online offerings to meet the changing profile of today’s degree seekers.

Our students continue to be first generation, diverse in profile, and have a financial need that Anna Maria continues to support. As we meet that commitment to students, other needs such as facility upgrades and alternate modes of class delivery become greater challenges. The support of alumni and friends drive improvements necessary to remain competitive. We thank those who continue to support the College with their generosity.

I hope this wonderful alumni magazine will make you proud of all your alma mater is doing and how Anna Maria continues to thrive. I am so encouraged by the affirmation of federal support for our programs and funds received from local foundations who believe in our work. I am grateful for our Board of Trustees, known professionals who understand and embrace our vision and support our student success. And I am happy to welcome each class to our campus to begin their journey, as you did, with excitement and hope.

Thank you for supporting Anna Maria— it is a life-affirming experience for our students and one that you can be proud of as an alum.

MARY LOU RETELLE
PRESIDENT
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From MBA student to CEO, Paul A. Quaranto, Jr. is proud of his Anna Maria College education and created an internship program to benefit current classes.
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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU
We have a lot to let you know about from campus events to our alumni’s accomplishments. Don’t miss out on updates and events! Make sure we have your email address. Contact us at alumni@annamaria.edu or 508.849.3341.
Denise Gearan Bilotta, an Anna Maria graduate from the Class of 1969, has a connection to Anna Maria College that defined the rest of her life.

She recalls memories such as watching the Sisters of Saint Anne ride bikes with books in their baskets to stock the library and bus trips to Holy Cross for mixers so Anna Maria girls could dance with Holy Cross boys at a time before the schools were coed. However, her most important milestones came from forming bonds with classmates and meeting her future husband, Vincent Bilotta at an Anna Maria game night, a love that lasted 54 years until his recent passing in February.

After graduating from a large class at Fitchburg High School, Denise knew that a small college setting intensely focused on education was what she needed next. She was undecided about her future and majored in Sociology since Social Work was not a major available at the time. After earning her degree at Anna Maria College, Denise attended Boston College where she earned her master's in social work and LCSW and built a career in medical social work.

“One thing I learned from Anna Maria College was how to be a feminist because it was the nuns alone who kept that place going,” Denise said, “Recently I visited campus, and it was an inspiration to drive up and see the college still thriving because of all their hard work.”

Denise’s four years at Anna Maria College were filled with fun memories and love. Halfway through her senior year, she and Vincent married and started building a life and family together. In addition to her wedding ring, Denise also wore her Anna Maria College Class of 1969 ring which featured the college’s original blue and white colors and a medal of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

Vincent believed that the class ring should be passed down to another Anna Maria College graduate, so Denise kept the ring waiting for the right person. Over the years she developed a bond with her next-door neighbor’s family friend, Katherine Heffernan ’23 and was excited when she decided to enroll in Anna Maria College.

Denise took Katherine out to lunch to celebrate her graduation and gifted her the Class of 1969 ring which was very symbolic for both generations of Anna Maria graduates.

“I am very impressed by Katherine. She was so gracious in accepting my ring which made it so meaningful for me.” Denise said, “Anna Maria has an amazing alumna now and I am so proud of the college.”

Katherine Heffernan graduated from Anna Maria College with a double major in Forensic Criminology and Criminal Justice and a minor in Victimology. This hard-working graduate from Thompson, Connecticut comes from a family whose legacy is centered around law enforcement. While her family serves their community as law enforcement professionals, Katherine has her eyes set on becoming a witness victim advocate and being a support for individuals who need help navigating the legal system.

“Anna Maria College’s Criminal Justice reputation alongside their Fire Science capabilities are what motivated me to join the institution,” Katherine said.

In addition to achieving a heavy course load and double major, Katherine also completed an internship with Worcester District Attorney Joe Early’s Office where the experience solidified that she was entering the right career field.

“I want to be the one who makes a difference in peoples’ lives as they go through the criminal justice process,” Katherine said.

The recent graduate was very involved in Campus Ministry’s Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults program and her passion for the missionary experience has opened the door for an exciting opportunity. In the Fall, Katherine will be leaving for Cork, Ireland where she will live for a year doing missionary work by helping those with intellectual disabilities.

Over 50 years have passed in between the two graduations of Denise and Katherine, but the two will forever be connected by Anna Maria College, their purpose for helping others, and a ring that holds a lifetime of memories.
Nursing Looks to the Future with $1 Million Investment

Anna Maria College recently received a remarkable boost to its nursing and healthcare education programs. Congressman James P. McGovern (MA-02) successfully secured $1,000,000 in community project funding to upgrade the college’s clinical simulation and nursing lab. This significant investment aims to enhance the educational experience for future essential workers, ensuring they are equipped with the necessary skills to excel in their careers.

The funding announcement took place during a special visit by Congressman McGovern to the college campus in May, where he had the opportunity to meet with nursing students and faculty. The simulation space plays a vital role in preparing students in the nursing, paramedic, and EMT programs for real-world patient care situations. Over the past two years, Anna Maria nursing students have achieved an impressive pass rate of over 91% on the nursing licensure exam (NCLEX).

Congressman McGovern expressed his enthusiasm for the project. “Every person, no matter who they are, what they look like, or where they live, deserves to get the medical attention they need, when they need it. This federal funding will help teach students the necessary skills to succeed in their careers, using newly renovated classrooms and cutting-edge equipment. I was proud to personally secure this funding during the appropriations process and I’m confident that it will educate students to provide quality care not only in the Second District, but across the Commonwealth and country. We need more medical professionals. But perhaps more importantly, we need to increase access to quality medical training. I know the students at Anna Maria are ready now more than ever to take charge and lead the next generation of health care professionals.”

The allocated funds will primarily cover the construction and renovation costs associated with expanding the simulation space and relocating Nursing to Miriam Hall.

President Mary Lou Retelle expressed gratitude to Congressman McGovern and recognized the positive social impact the college has on the community through its caring professions. Retelle said, “We teach them [the students] to be curious and compassionate about their education and to bring our values to their service-focused professions. This support for Anna Maria is an investment in the communities we serve.”

“The students at Anna Maria are ready now more than ever to take charge and lead the next generation of health care professionals.”

CONGRESSMAN JAMES P. MCGOVERN
14th Annual Golf Tournament

A Hole in One for Anna Maria

On June 5th, Anna Maria College held its 14th Annual Golf Tournament at Pleasant Valley Country Club in Sutton, MA. We want to thank all of the sponsors and participants who helped raise more than $70,000!

Tournament Winners

1st Place
Erin O’Hara
Marty McDonald
Alison Walshe
Ryan O’Laughlin

2nd Place
Brian Burlas
Brian Eddy
Joe Cundall
Eric Thanas

3rd Place
Dave Gendron
Glen Long
Brayden Gendron
Joe Sarver

Closest to the Pin (Men)
Alex Madrigal at 3'

Closest to the Pin (Women)
Erin O’Hara at 6’11”

Longest Drive (Men)
Brayden Gendron

Longest Drive (Women)
Renee Pierce

Thanks to our Sponsors

Tournament Sponsor
Sodexo

Cart Sponsors
Boston Mutual Life Insurance Company
Risk Strategies

Breakfast & Registration
Congress Asset Management

Contest Hole Sponsors
Longest Drive
CBIZ & MHM and Marsh & McLennan

Closest to the Pin
J.J. Bafaro, Inc.
The Hanover Insurance Group

50/50
Mass General Brigham Health Plan

Corporate Sponsors
AP Services
Archstone Financial Services
Bawditch Attorneys
Bawdoin Construction
Coghlın Electrical Contractors, Inc.
Colonial Property Services
Cornerstone Bank
Country Bank
Derck & Edson
Devereux
DiLeo Gas
EL Harvey & Sons
Goulet, Salvadío & Associates
Middlesex Savings Bank
National Medical Education
& Training Center
Newburyport Savings
Rockland Trust
UNIBANK
Wiley

Tee Sponsors
Avidia Bank
Bisceglia, Steiman & Fudeman, LLP
Bob McCloskey Insurance
Capital Associates Incorporated
Dube Construction Management
Fletcher Tilton
F.W. Madigan Company
Glickman, Kovago & Jacobs
Harr Toyota
LeadShift
McDonald’s – Holden
Murray & Murray Law
Paxton Police Department
Polar Beverages
Thomas B Carroll Insurance, Inc.

Golf Tournament Committee
Dave Armstrong ’99, ’01G
Joe Brady ’96
Mike Burlas
Ed Connor, Co-Chair
Ann Murphy
Ryan Murphy, Co-Chair
Tim Murray, Esq.
Linda Nolin ’12G
Bob Paulsen ’98G
Steve Yerdon
Barbara Warren, Golf Coordinator
Paul A. Quaranto, Jr. ’11G

BOSTON MUTUAL CEO CREDITS ANNA MARIA FOR SUCCESSFUL CAREER

Paul A. Quaranto, Jr. ’11G is Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, and President at Boston Mutual Life Insurance Company. Quaranto became CEO in 2014 after previously serving as President in 2012. Quaranto is only the seventh president in Boston Mutual’s 132-year history. He received his bachelor’s in administrative science from Colby College and his master’s degree in business administration from Anna Maria College. Last semester, Quaranto created an internship partnership with Anna Maria and continues to support his alma mater in the classroom as a professor and guest speaker. He shares his insights on his student experience and how an Anna Maria education was essential to making his career dream come true.

Why did you choose Anna Maria’s MBA Program?
This dates back to the early 80s when I was just a couple of years into my working career - after earning an undergraduate degree from Colby College. I was working as a Group Underwriter at State Mutual Life Assurance Company in Worcester (now the Hanover Insurance Group) and a couple of my associates were pursuing their MBAs at Anna Maria. They spoke highly of the program. It was affordable and practical, allowing you to pursue the degree while maintaining balance in your life. You did not have to compromise your commitment to your family or job. I thought an MBA would benefit me from a career perspective, so I decided to enroll.

The program was excellent, it was basically two classes per evening and then I was on my way. However, a job change which took me from Worcester to Boston and our first child put things on hold. Fast forward to the 2000s and I was working as a Vice President at Boston Mutual Life Insurance Company. I was being considered in the succession pool for the role of President—just the 7th President in the 120+ year history of the Company at that time. My wife, Susan, suggested that perhaps an MBA would improve my chances, so I reached out to Anna Maria to see if I could reengage in the program. Thankfully, they agreed, and I was able to earn my MBA in 2011.

The experience during my second run was amazing. My perspective was totally different after working for so many years. The professors were excellent. They brought real life experience and would lean on me to do the same. My fellow students were amazing—all trying to improve themselves and their career opportunities. All these aspects made me realize that Anna Maria offered something that was very different and very real.

How did the MBA degree impact your career?
I do not believe I would have been selected as President of Boston Mutual if I had not earned my MBA from Anna Maria. Not only was the degree important, but the experience helped prepare me for the leadership role. I have tremendous respect and appreciation for what Anna Maria has done for me and my family.

As the CEO of Boston Mutual, what motivated you to start an internship program with Anna Maria College?
It goes back to Anna Maria offering something very different and very real. The purpose and mission of the college is very much aligned with that of Boston Mutual. The college affords students who might not otherwise have the opportunity to pursue undergraduate or graduate degrees with the opportunity to do so and does it in an environment that is grounded in a culture of serving others.

Boston Mutual was founded in 1891 to afford working families with the opportunity to protect their loved ones. We are committed to serving our customers, employees, and communities well. President Retelle and I were both excited and passionate about how we could work together to create unique opportunities for both organizations given the common sense of purpose and mission. The internship program was one such opportunity. In addition to the internship program, we are looking to provide on-campus career counseling and recruiting, and develop some risk-based classes to further educate students about the insurance industry. I also had the opportunity to teach a leadership class in the MBA program this past spring. There are so many opportunities that we would like to explore, and we look forward to the future of this relationship. I believe it will serve as a model for collaborative efforts between business and academic institutions.
What are some creative ways that Anna Maria College alums can give back to the Anna Maria community?

Anna Maria does such a good job of instilling a servant leadership mindset into the students. Continuing that beyond their college experience is important. As alums begin their professional careers, being thoughtful about opportunities for current students is key. Talking with their employers about how Anna Maria is different and special and encouraging their employer to look for ways to engage with Anna Maria to the benefit of the students and their organizations are other ways alums can help. Companies need bright young people with a sense of purpose and mission who are willing to work hard and make a difference for all the right reasons. I believe that Anna Maria graduates represent just that — I know they represent what Boston Mutual is looking for in terms of employees and customers.

How is the internship program going so far?

It is going very well, and the value is twofold. It is project based and gives students the opportunity to provide solutions to business scenarios while gaining real-life work experience. It also serves to engage and educate our leadership team about the value young minds can bring to our organization, even without work experience. The program aligns well with our mission to support the communities in which we live and serve and that includes these students.

Any advice for our students?

Take advantage of opportunities to engage companies, internships are a great example. Visit with company representatives who make themselves available to you. Do your homework in advance, be passionate about who you are and what you are looking to do with your life.

“President Retelle and I were both excited and passionate about how we could work together to create unique opportunities for both organizations given the common sense of purpose and mission.”

Have an idea for an internship or partnership opportunity?

Contact us at careerservices@annamaria.edu
Mike Morgan is an Assistant Professor in Anna Maria College’s Sports Management program who believes that leadership is taught through hands-on work in the community.

In 2018, Morgan began bringing senior Sports Management students in his Capstone class to Worcester Public Schools’ Academic Center for Transition (ACT) where Anna Maria College students make a daily impact on the lives of children who need extra support.

ACT is a therapeutic day school that provides clinical support and positive learning environments for students who are not ready to be in the generalized public-school population. After learning about ACT, Morgan saw that these elementary students were in need of role models. As a result, Morgan’s Capstone class required Anna Maria students to provide mentorship to ACT students at least once a week. What began as a class requirement soon turned into strong bonds developing between the ACT students and Anna Maria students who willingly began to spend more time at the school.

Each week the ACT students look forward to Anna Maria students showing up to play sports with them during recess, read to them, or just be there to listen and let the children know that they are not alone. The sense of friendship that has developed between the two groups also helps ACT teachers motivate their students more.

“They’re like celebrities here,” ACT Program Director Thomas Lindgren said about the visiting Anna Maria students.

This year’s Capstone class had 11 Sports Management seniors who were divided up between 8 ACT classrooms ranging from kindergarten to 5th grade. Many ACT students have faced difficult life circumstances or traumatic events and often need a bit more support which Anna Maria students have
naturally been able to provide in their roles as mentors.

“Our very diverse student population sees a very diverse college population who are successful, respectful, and well-spoken, and they serve as role models,” Lindgren said. “It’s been really interesting to watch the relationships develop.”

**Anna Maria College is the only higher education institution mentoring ACT students. The bond with Anna Maria’s 2023 graduating class and the ACT program was so strong this year, that both schools decided to plan a field trip.**

ACT 4th and 5th graders were invited to Anna Maria’s campus. The excursion marks the first field trip that ACT students have been on in over 6 years.

The bonds made during the semester were evident as the elementary kids rushed to the college students who had become their friends. After a semester talking to each other, supporting one another, and finding similarities, the ACT students were excited to see how the “big kids” lived.

“I knew that visiting Anna Maria would be amazing, but it was even better than I thought it would be!” said Diovani Vasconselos, an ACT student.

The mentorship program has been so successful that Morgan and Lindgren are developing a partnership where all Anna Maria students could volunteer at the school. The goal is to create a full-year program rather than just limiting the program to the Spring semester.

“Experiential learning is key,” Morgan said, “It is very rewarding for our students to help children less fortunate than them. I am proud of their work as our students learn the true meaning of leadership.”

Thank You
**RELIANT FOUNDATION!**

Reliant Foundation, a health-focused organization serving the Central and MetroWest areas of Massachusetts, awarded a $50,000 grant to Anna Maria College to support the College’s Mental Health Awareness and Intervention for Early Career Professionals. The goal is to prepare the next generation of caring professionals as they enter a climate of growing mental health factors and workplace shortages. The Early Career Project program unites Anna Maria’s Human Services, Psychology, and Social Work departments in a curriculum that provides students with training focused on mental and behavioral health.

Work shortages in health professions are prominent in Central Massachusetts, where various mental health, public safety, medical, and public health needs have been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic also distressed the field of youth mental health services within the Commonwealth.

“There is an urgent need for well-prepared professionals who can answer the call for help and Anna Maria College’s proactive Early Career Project provides more training so that they can enter their fields with confidence and compassion,” said Anna Maria College President Mary Lou Retelle. “Once in their careers, our students will help to advance community outcomes. They embody the goals of Reliant Foundation as well as our own mission to serve the community. I want to thank Reliant Foundation for their continued support.”

Reliant Foundation President, Kelsa Zereski added, “At a time when waiting lists for mental health services are long and staffing is short, Anna Maria College students give us hope that upon graduation, they will answer the call to support the mental health and recovery needs of this community by joining the local workforce.”

Reliant Foundation’s grant will be used to develop this forward-thinking curriculum, pay for student internship stipends, and education software that students will use to manage their placement sites.

Over the past five years, Anna Maria College has received Reliant Foundation support for the College’s Opioid Regional Conference, Addiction & Recovery Resource Center, Sober Project, and the Counselor Training Center.
Anna Maria College was the first four-year college in the state to offer 911 dispatch training to students. Since 1990, Anna Maria College has been at the forefront of training new generations of leaders who serve as the first line of public safety.

The 911 dispatch training on campus is free and open to any Anna Maria students interested in the field, regardless of major. This year’s annual training took place during Spring Break with 13 students completing five days of in-class training followed by two days of training in a dispatch center. After completing the Association of Public Safety Officers Public Safety Training, students receive a dispatch certification.

In addition to offering free dispatch training, Anna Maria College is officially partnering with the City of Worcester’s Department of Emergency Communications & Management resulting in internships and part-time employment opportunities for Anna Maria students at the dispatch center.

**PREPARING STUDENTS FOR A CAREER-READY FUTURE**

Chief David Armstrong, Senior Advisor to Criminal Justice Operations at Anna Maria College, was one of the founding leaders of the 911 dispatch training program when it began over 30 years ago. He believes that emergency dispatching is great for individuals who are looking for a service-oriented career where they make a difference in peoples’ lives every day. “It’s not TV, and it’s not the classroom, you could be at the dispatch center in the Worcester PD, and it can be very serious all of a sudden. Natural disasters, fires, missing people, it’s real life. And I think the more on experience, the more competitive they become for the future careers that they are working towards,” Armstrong said.

**ANNA MARIA STUDENTS IN THE FIELD**

Forensic Criminology graduate, Yarelis Rivera ’19, exemplifies how Anna Maria College students become trained professionals who answer the call for help, in her case literally.

The Worcester 911 Dispatch covers the City of Worcester, the Worcester Police Department, the Worcester Fire Department, and the town of Leicester. The Center receives 120,000 911 calls annually making it one of the largest in the Commonwealth.

“The most rewarding part of my job is helping people,” River said, “You get to help the community that you live in and the people who you live amongst.”
New Fire Science Scholarship Honors Barre Fire Chief

The Donald L. Rich Endowed Scholarship Fund was established in honor of Donald L. Rich, a life-long resident of Barre, Massachusetts, who served as the town’s Fire Chief. Chief Rich came from a legacy of firefighters which included his father and grandfather who also served on the department. Together the three generations totaled over 100 years of fire service.

Chief Rich’s widow, Virigina “Ginny” Rich, and their daughter, Cynthia Paradis, were inspired by Anna Maria College’s mission and dedication to creating leaders who serve in local communities. As a result, they donated $105,000 to Anna Maria College to fund the scholarship and keep it sustainable for future generations.

During the scholarship luncheon, Ginny and Cynthia met with members of Anna Maria’s Fire Science department including Chief Gary Daughtery, Chief Tom Bogart, and fire science student, Juliet Leask.

The Rich family’s generosity makes fire science education more accessible for scholarship recipients who will work in the field saving lives and making a difference in the same way that Chief Donald L. Rich did throughout his life.

Learn how to fund your own Anna Maria College scholarship!
Contact Ryan Murphy at rmurphy@annamaria.edu

A LIFE-SAVING PROFESSION

Charles Goodwin is the Director of Worcester’s Emergency Communications & Management who is excited to work with Anna Maria students through the new partnership.

“It’s not one of the easiest jobs to be in, but it is one of the most fulfilling jobs,” Goodwin said about working in emergency dispatch, “You get to help people in a way that you never get the opportunity to do in any other career field. You get to help them and talk to them and console them at one of the hardest times in their life when they are calling 911. Most people do not call 911 often in their life, it’s a very difficult time for them, so being that calm voice on the other end in a sea of chaos is really a fulfilling career.”
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS of 2023!
Anna Maria College’s 74th Commencement celebrated the power of family

On May 15, Anna Maria College celebrated its 2023 Commencement Ceremony at the DCU Center in Worcester. Nearly 300 students saw the results of their hard work and perseverance as they received their degrees. Commencement began with a rendition of the National Anthem performed by Chloe Panico from the Class of 2023 who earned her Bachelor of Arts in Music Education.

Anna Maria College’s 11th president, Mary Lou Retelle, recognized the graduates’ accomplishments while highlighting the College’s values and the social impact alumni have on their communities.

“You were challenged in your years at Anna Maria, and you met those challenges as evidence here today,” President Retelle said to the Class of 2023, “The journey to the finish line—as in all major life goals—is not always easy. Today you celebrate earning your degree—be it a bachelor’s or master’s degree—it is part of your life story now and one that I hope you are proud of. Anna Maria will be a part of your foundation.”

Student Speaker, Meghan Sonia focused on “Ohana”, the Hawaiian word for family which shaped her Anna Maria College experience. The Nursing major from Martha’s Vineyard was heavily involved on campus, not just in her dedication to the nursing program and as a member of the Iota Phi at-Large nursing honors society, but in her athletic journey as a member of both the ice hockey and field hockey teams. After graduation, Meghan plans on returning for one more semester to earn a minor in Psychology and finish a 5th year on Anna Maria’s field hockey team before beginning her career in Boston as an emergency nurse.

“Anna Maria was not just a school. This was a campus that provided us opportunities for growth. This was a campus that gave us the freedom to express who we are, and most importantly, this was a campus that allowed us to develop the powerful lifelong friendships we cherish and will maintain with us as we continue our journeys through life. So, thank you all for being my Ohana,” Sonia said to her fellow graduating classmates.

During the 2023 Commencement Ceremony, two honorary degrees were conferred. Sister Carol Proietti, of the Sisters of St. Anne, Anna Maria College’s founding order, and an alumna of Anna Maria College was posthumously awarded a Doctor of Education for her legacy of teaching literature, English, and journalism in schools throughout Central Massachusetts and for championing social issues.

Business executive and investor, Peter Caparso, was presented with the honorary degree of Doctor of Business Administration for his decades of entrepreneurship and his leadership in the ever-changing world of e-commerce. For generations the Caparso family have been strong advocates for Anna Maria College with Peter’s father Richard Caparso ’78G, Hon ’87 serving as a former trustee and honored by the name of Anna Maria’s athletic field. Peter credited his success to a strong foundation of faith and family.

“I have for the most part lived my life under the following principles: believe and advocate for yourself, ask the question, treat other people fairly, and be present in the moment as you never know when an opportunity will present itself.” Peter Caparso

Anna Maria College recognized three graduates who achieved superlatives in academics, community, and service to others: Allene L. Martin was awarded the Bishop Timothy J. Harrington Award; Julia Smith received the Sr. Yvette Bellerose Award; and The Dr. Bernadette Madore Award for Academic Excellence was bestowed on Bendetto Daniele Mazzotta Iaboni.

The Baccalaureate Mass, Hooding ceremony for the senior class, pinning ceremonies for Nursing and Social Work graduates, and a champagne brunch for families were held on campus prior to the Commencement Ceremony.
Father Stephen Lundrigan’s journey from the priesthood to his new role as College Chaplain at Anna Maria College was unconventional to say the least. Born in Springfield, MA, Lundrigan grew up in Brimfield and attended Catholic schools throughout his youth. He earned his bachelor’s in psychology from Saint Anselm College and his master’s in counseling from Assumption College. After his undergraduate graduation, Lundrigan began working for a Worcester nonprofit called the Key Program where he discovered his passion for working with at-risk youths.

“That was a fascinating experience, going into the worst neighborhoods in the city and walking into rooms full of gang members,” Father Lundrigan said about making himself accessible to young people who needed guidance. Lundrigan eventually opened his own practice and founded a nonprofit to help homeless young adults. While doing this life-saving work, Lundrigan kept feeling a call for ministry. He joined the monastery at St. Anselm in 1997 and became a monk but left to find a religious order that satisfied his calling to serve. He worked as the Clinical Director at the Department of Youth Services in a maximum-security treatment unit before eventually attending and finishing seminary in 2015.

Before joining as Anna Maria College’s Chaplain in July, Lundrigan served as Pastor of Annunciation Parish in Gardner for six years. In addition to his campus ministry work, he will also teach as an adjunct theology and psychology professor.

“I am looking forward to interacting with the students and having those discussions as someone who is a priest, but also as someone who has many years as a therapist and has mentored so many people,” he said. Anna Maria College’s Campus Ministry are exploring new opportunities for students to go out into the world and help others. “The vision is really to help raise the Catholic identity of the college and help give students a positive experience with faith and Jesus Christ,” Father Lundrigan said, “I tell my Theology class, ‘Look, I’m not here to tell you what to think or believe. I’m just here to present this to you because you can’t make an informed choice about faith unless you know what the options are.’”

Welcome Father Stephen Lundrigan

NEW ANNA MARIA COLLEGE CHAPLAIN DEDICATED TO FAITH AND COMMUNITY

The Greater Good begins Here

Anna Maria’s Campus Ministry is always looking for new volunteer opportunities for our student community. Organizations and businesses looking to engage our Anna Maria student volunteers can contact Director of Campus Ministry Joe Jorge at jjorge@annamaria.edu.
**THE GARDEN OF HOPE**

*The Molly Bish Center and the Anna Maria Community to develop a Garden of Hope*

The idea for this garden was inspired by the Garden of Peace in Boston that provides a memorial for the families and loved ones of homicide victims. The *Garden of Hope* is designed to provide a sanctuary for the families and loved ones of the Missing and Murdered. The design, created by two resident artists from Anna Maria College, incorporates a labyrinth within a larger landscape design that evokes the concept of an embrace. The embrace symbolizes *Hope* and the ongoing commitment to hold that *Hope* for the families, loved ones, and the communities of shareholders that seek to resolve these cases.

The garden provides a place for individuals, families, and communities to come and honor their lost loved ones. For many of those who remain missing, after considerable time has passed, there is no place for families to go to memorialize their loved ones. This *Garden of Hope* is open to all who seek a place in their ongoing process of grief and loss, providing a sanctuary of contemplation, serenity, meditation, invitation, and remembrance. A sanctuary of trees and shrubbery would surround a labyrinth forming a prayer circle. People of all faiths, interests, and commonalities are invited to gather in this peace-filled atmosphere that is suitable for the sharing of poetry, literary explorations, creation of music, social interaction, and much more.

---

50 years ago . . .
Anna Maria College experienced two paradigm changes. In 1973, the college became co-educational and in 1974, it opened a graduate division.

These young men paved the way for co-education at Anna Maria College for the next 50 years.

*The first male AMCATS were: Charles D. Bissonnette*, Carl L. Rano*, Frank E. Burke, Jr., Richard T. Flynn, Steven M. Siewert, and Paul Kenechi Ugwuh*
Heroic Students Save a Family

During Super Bowl weekend, four Anna Maria College students, Elijah Rapaport ’25, Jarrett Niland ’24, Joshua Alexander ’24, and Cameron Powell ’23, traveled to Philadelphia to support the Philadelphia Eagles. The best friends, three of whom are Anna Maria College Club Ice Hockey players, decided to make the trip together. However, their weekend turned into an extraordinary act of heroism when a house across the street caught fire. Without hesitation, the four men called 911 and assisted those inside. Thanks to their quick action, the residents escaped the fire safely. The group’s unity and compassion in the face of danger earned them gratitude and praise from the affected family and the community, including the Philadelphia Eagles who rewarded the students’ heroics with merchandise and a letter thanking them for their selfless action.

These four students are representative of the many Anna Maria College students and alum who risk their lives every day to serve their communities as police officers, firefighters, and other first responders.

Marifiote takes home GNAC player of the year

Graduate student Jarrod Marifiote (Framingham, MA) was named the GNAC Baseball Player of the Year and to the All-Conference First Team. He also earned D3 Baseball Second Team and ABCA Third Team honors. An outfielder, he played in 41 games while helping the AMCATS to their second tournament runner-up in three years. He was second on the team in batting average (.407) and second on the team in runs scored (38), hits (61) and led the team with 50 RBIs. He was second in slugging percentage (.633). He added 10 doubles and eight home runs.

The AMCATS slugger ranked in the top-10 in the conference in a number of categories on the GNAC leaderboard, ranking third in hits, second in RBIs, and fourth in home runs. His batting average, slugging percentage and on base percentage also placed him in the top-10.

Marifiote is the third AMCAT in the last three seasons to be named the GNAC Player of the Year. During the 2022 season Jason Shell received Player of the Year honors after current graduate student Kosta Drosidis received the honors the year prior. Among the three consecutive Player of the Year honors for Anna Maria, the AMCATS have also taken home 23 All-Conference Team honors in the last three seasons. Five players received All-Conference honors this season.

2020 Athletics Hall of Fame Class inducted

After a pause due to a weather postponement and the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 Anna Maria Athletics Hall of Fame Class was inducted at a ceremony and reception on March 25, 2023.

The seventh Anna Maria College Hall of Fame class is an extraordinary group of outstanding individuals: Matthew Brennan ’04 (Men’s Basketball), Meghan DePatsy ’07 (Women’s Basketball, Women’s Soccer), Kelly Downey ’05 (Women’s Basketball, Women’s Soccer), Ray Frias ’83, Posthumously (Men’s Basketball, Baseball, Men’s Soccer), Nancy Naroian (Staff). Downey was unable to attend and will formally be inducted during the next Hall of Fame Ceremony at the next induction ceremony.

“The Hall of Fame Committee, athletics department, and the college are excited to induct these individuals into the Anna Maria College Hall of Fame on March 25th. This class has waited over two years for this rightfully deserved honor. This group joins a great group of Hall of Fame members,” commented Joe Brady ’96, Director of Athletics.

“I am excited to be a part of my first induction ceremony and this special occasion for these four outstanding individuals. We also look forward to celebrating Kelly’s accomplishments at the next induction.”

Left to Right: Nancy Naroian (Staff), Matthew Brennan ’04 (Men’s Basketball), Meghan DePatsy ’07 (Women’s Basketball, Women’s Soccer), Luis Frias ’83 receiving award for brother Ray Frias ’84, Posthumously (Men’s Basketball, Baseball, Men’s Soccer)
On June 13th the Massachusetts State Collegiate Athletic Conference (MASCAC) Council of Presidents and Commissioner Angela Baumann announced that the Anna Maria College men’s and women’s ice hockey teams will be joining the MASCAC. Along with Rivier University, Anna Maria will join MASCAC men’s ice hockey beginning in 2024-25 and provisionally for MASCAC women’s ice hockey. The multi-sport strategic addition of both of these institutions as affiliates adds members to assist in men’s ice hockey scheduling and positions the conference in preparations for launching MASCAC women’s ice hockey as a championship sport in the near future. They will join Fitchburg State University, Framingham State University, MCLA, Plymouth State University, UMass Dartmouth, Salem State University, Westfield State University and Worcester State University as the competing members in the MASCAC.

“The MASCAC is thrilled to welcome Anna Maria College and Rivier University to the conference,” Commissioner Baumann said. “Partnering as affiliates with these two institutions in our geographic footprint advances the MASCAC membership towards reaching a strategic goal of increasing the number of sports in the league with the addition of women’s ice hockey.”

The Anna Maria men’s and women’s ice hockey teams are gearing up for their sixth season in their programs history. Since their start in 2018-19 under the leadership of Head Coach David McCauley, the men’s hockey team has amassed a record of 36-53-13 while competing independently at the Division III level.

“I’m excited and thankful for the opportunity the MASCAC has given Anna Maria,” said McCauley. “Our alumni, who helped build this program, and current players will be just as thrilled. We would not have this opportunity without the support and commitment from Anna Maria President Mary Lou Retelle and Athletic Director Joe Brady.”

The women’s hockey team saw significant growth in the 2022-23 season following the hiring of Head Coach Zach Perkins, who tied the schools single season win record (7 wins) during his first season with the team.

“Our student-athletes, Coach David McCauley and Coach Zachary Perkins have worked hard to build a respected program in the region and the opportunity to compete in the MASCAC conference is something we are all looking forward to,” said Director of Athletics Joseph Brady ’96.

“Anna Maria College is honored to be invited to join the MASCAC for men’s and women’s hockey. We take great pride in our student-athletes and I know they will represent the MASCAC well in talent and sportsmanship” said President Mary Lou Retelle.
ATHLETICS

Soccer Teams Score Big
Two D1 Coaches Join the AMCATS

Anna Maria College is proud to welcome its newest additions to the Athletic Department: Coach Neil Stafford and Coach Joseph Dincecco. Both soccer coaches will use their experience and expertise to inspire their student athletes into a winning season.

The upcoming 2023 season will be Stafford’s first season on the sidelines for the AMCATS.

Stafford got his start coaching at the collegiate level in 1995 as a men’s assistant coach at Southern New Hampshire, serving until 1997. In 2000, Stafford joined as the associate head coach for the men’s and women’s programs at Assumption College and the program’s all-time winningest coach.

Stafford most recently served as the head women’s soccer coach at the University of Cincinnati from 2012-2022. He won a conference championship in 2015 and participated in the NCAA tournament as well as appearing in the conference finals in 2021. Stafford’s success was not just on the field, but also in the classroom. During the 2018-2019 school year Stafford’s team earned a 3.79 GPA ranking as the highest in the nation (Across DI-DIII). At Cincinnati, Stafford recruited and coached Vanessa Gilles who is currently competing for Team Canada as well as playing for the Professional Football with Olympique Lyon in France.

A graduate of Marlborough (Mass.) High School, Neil played soccer, hockey and tennis. Stafford attended Norwich University, competing in both tennis and soccer, before transferring to Southern New Hampshire. He helped lead the Penmen to a two-year record of 29-4-4. He also played with the Boston Storm (USL).

Coach Dincecco will bring new energy and a fresh perspective to his position as he works with the students on Anna Maria’s Men’s Soccer Team.

Dincecco most recently has worked at Scholarbook where he placed 19 student-athletes from Germany and the Czech Republic on to college soccer teams for the upcoming Fall 2024 season. Dincecco is part of the Lexington United Soccer Club as a Pro Coach and served as a Head Coach for the Massachusetts Youth Soccer ODP program.

Prior to Scholarbook, Dincecco was the assistant coach at the University of New Hampshire during the 2021 season. While at UNH Dincecco helped the program set records for wins (17) as well as winning percentage (.857). The UNH Coaching Staff was named the 2021 NCAA Division 1 Northeast Region Staff of the Year as well as the America East Staff of the Year.

Dincecco started his coaching career in 2012 when he joined Manhattanville College as an assistant men’s soccer coach. After serving at Manhattanville for two years, Dincecco joined Florida Gulf Coast University as an assistant coach where he helped the program achieve their first NCAA Tournament win. Dincecco would move on to work at the University of South Florida from 2017-2019. Following his time at the University of South Florida he served as the head coach at Friends University for two seasons, where he guided the program to an NAIA National Championship Tournament appearance while also earning 2019 KCAC Co-Coach of the Year honors in his first season at the helm.

Dincecco is a graduate of the University of Richmond. He later earned a Masters in Sports Business Management at Manhattanville College.

“We are going to build a culture of success on the field, in the classroom, and in this great community. Anna Maria is a fantastic fit for me personally and professionally.”

NEIL STAFFORD
ALUMNI NEWS

A Message From . . .

ALUMNI BOARD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
Lizette Zajko Reid ’12

On behalf of the Alumni Board Association, I have a special invitation to my fellow AMCATS. Are you interested in staying involved in Giving Back to your Alma Mater?

Apply to the Anna Maria College Alumni Board and be an engaged ambassador of this institution. The Anna Maria College Alumni Board members meet 3-4 times a year on campus and virtually to discuss plans on how to make the college better and preserve a mutually beneficial enduring relationship between our alumni base and the Institution. Sub-Committees such as Events, Philanthropy, Career Services, and Volunteerism all aim to make 50 Sunset Lane a better place and our Alumni Network strong and thriving.

Alumni Board Members are our biggest fans and advocates. To apply, please send along a letter of interest to the secretary of the board, Ernie Brooks, at ewbrooks@amcats.edu.

I urge you to become an active member of our Board and share in all the exciting activities and opportunities we have to offer!

Once an AMCAT, always an AMCAT!

Have you moved, got a new cell phone, or email? Let us know! We want to keep in touch. Go to annamaria.edu/alumni to update.

SAVE-THE-DATES
AMCAT Pride Challenge
November 28-December 3
Anna Maria College Alumni Holiday Gathering
December 6, 5:30-7:30pm
Tatnuck Country Club
Worcester, MA

Would you be interested in an Alumni Trip? Please call VP of Advancement Ryan Murphy at 508.849.3342 as we possibly plan something for 2024.

SAVE 20%
Did you know that Anna Maria alums receive a discount on graduate programs?

Learn more at annamaria.edu/academics/graduate-studies/graduate-degrees

TAKING A LOOK AT WHERE WE’VE BEEN THIS SUMMER!

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT OUR NEXT EVENT!
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College campuses are a special place in the fall. There is so much energy and excitement. After a quiet summer on Sunset Lane, the students return and are learning to become leaders in our communities, competing on the playing fields, participating in clubs, and setting themselves up for successful careers.

I am writing to express my deepest gratitude for your generous contributions to Anna Maria College. Your support as donors has had a profound impact on the educational journey, resources, and programming for our students. This leads to a transformative experience as these lifelong learners pursue their dreams and academic goals. They then go out into the world and have a positive impact on society.

There are multiple ways to stay engaged with Anna Maria College
• Sign up to receive emails and monthly eNewsletters
• Follow us on Social Media (Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Facebook, and Handshake)
• Volunteer such as mentoring a student, speaking to a class, helping admissions, or apply to our Alumni Board
• Attend one of our monthly events to network with fellow AMCATS
• Encourage students to apply and visit
• Give Today! Help our students “Achieve Something Greater!” and strengthen our communities

Once again, thank you from the bottom of my heart for your generosity and support. Your contributions make a significant difference, and I am truly grateful for your faith in Anna Maria College.

Ryan Murphy
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADVANCEMENT
“The world needs Anna Maria. This is a place that provides opportunities for students to be prepared for all that life has to offer and for them to make a real impact in their communities and society as a whole. On behalf of the Board of Trustees, thank you for all that you do for Anna Maria—our students, faculty, and staff—and thank you for all that you will continue to do to ensure that Anna Maria thrives.”

David P. Trainor, Esq.
CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

2023-2024 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Yvette E. Bellerose, SSA ’72, Hon. ’91
Stephen P. Carey ’81, ’95G
Rita M. DeRoy, SSA ’68, Hon. ’21, Secretary
Diane E. Gould, LICSW
Abraham W. Haddad, D.M.D.
Kimberly A. Kennedy ’97G, Vice Chair
Rev. Enoch Kyeremateng
Barbara Gallow Lyman, Ph.D., ’69
Julia M. McNamara, Ph.D.
Kateri Mitchell, SSA ’71, Hon.’05
Basil C. Morris
Timothy P. Murray, Esq.
Robert E. Paulsen, Jr. ’98G
Christopher M. Powers
Mark W. Powers, Esq.
Mary Lou Retelle
President since July 1, 2014
Dennis J. Thompson ’79G
David P. Trainor, Esq., Chair
Stephen H. Yerdon

Thank you

On behalf of the Anna Maria Community, we want to express our gratitude to those Board Members who have ended their terms. They shared their time, treasure, and talents with our community in order to pave the way for our future success.

We also want to thank John Spillane, Esq., for his tenure as former Chair of the Board of Trustees.
Thank you to all who support Anna Maria College.

**LEADERSHIP CIRCLE** ($10,000+)
- Joseph Bafaro, Hon. ’11
- Lynn McCarthy Butler ’86
- Richard Caparoso ’78G, Hon. ’87
- George F. and Sybil H. Fuller Foundation
- Highland Street Foundation
- Joan Bolvin Hunter ’72
- Mimi Besch Krug ’67 and Sam Krug
- Daniel & Mary Anne Lagan
- Richard Loltatte
- Julia McNamara
- Paul A. Quarto, Jr., ’11G
- Reliant Foundation, Inc.
- Mary Lou Retelle ★★
- Virginia Rich
- Sisters of Saint Anne
- John Spillane, Esq. ★
- Stephen Verdon ★

**FOUNDER’S CIRCLE** ($5,000 – $9,999)
- Anthony-Arthur Foundation
- Congress Asset Management
- Cornerstone Bank
- Peter Dawson, Esq.
- Rosemary Rossetti DiPierro ’72
- Paul DiPierro
- Abrahm Haddad ★
- Dorothy Gasper Iorio ’64
- Iorio Charitable Foundation
- Kimberly Ragsdale Kennedy ’97G ★
- Timothy Murray, Esq. ★
- Christopher Powers ★
- John Shea ’90G ★
- Sodexo

**CHARTER CIRCLE** ($2,500 – $4,999)
- Allways Health Partners
- Catherine Sullivan Birtwell ’71
- Blanche Walsh Charity Trust
- Boston Mutual Life Insurance Co
- Stephen Carey ’81 ’95G
- Gerard Dio ’91G, Hon. ’16
- Fidelity Bank
- Lloyd Hamm Jr. ’81 ’83G
- Linda Haeberle Hamm ’82
- Barbara Gallow Lyman ’69 ★
- Newburyport Bank
- Barbara Nolder Tremain ’65
- Robert Pape, Hon. ’17+
- Robert Paulsen Jr. ’98G ★
- Risk Strategies Company
- Lawrence Sasso ★
- The Sullivan Group

**PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE** ($1,000 – $2,499)
- A&D Cold Storage, Inc.
- All Systems Go, LLC
- AP Services, Inc.
- Apex Property Services
- Archstone Financial
- Laurence Auceilla ’82
- Bob McCloskey Insurance
- Ann-Marie Farley Bond ’66
- Bowditch & Dewey, LLP
- Bowdoin Construction
- Michael Burlas ★
- Brian Burlas
- Norma Barbeau Burnett ’67
- Capital Associates
- CBIZ
- Martha Krom Chiarchiaro ’78 ’85G
- Maureen Logan Coghlin ’57, Hon. ’16
- Nancy and James Coghlin, Sr.
- Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc.
- Colonial Property Services
- Shawn Conway ’85
- Estate of Yvonne Corporan
- Susan Cottie Madden
- Country Bank
- Devereux Advanced Behavioral Health
- Hugh Drummond ★
- Joanne Engel ’67
- Fallon Community Health Plan
- Marcia Stuart Fritz ’71
- Goulet, Salvadov & Associates, P.C.
- John Hamel ★
- Linda Cartier Hart ’73
- Martha Baldwin Healey ’69
- Janice Sullivan Higgins ’57
- Hills Family Foundation
- J. J. Bafaro, Inc.
- Jeff Lagarce
- J. Christopher Lauring
- Thomas LaVigne
- Bridget Leung-Rogala ’22G
- Marsh & McLennan Agency
- Mass General Brigham Health Plan
- Nicole Brennan McCarthy ’67
- Middlesex Savings Bank
- Michael Miers ’07 ’15G ★
- Brianne Morrow Miers ’08 ’09G
- Lorelise Morrow ‘73
- Roberta McCarty O’Brien ’57
- Jeffrey Paulhus ’97
- Melissa Paulhus ’97 ★
- Polar Beverages
- Mark Powers ★
- Henri and Marilyn Quintal
- Michelle Randall Randall-Berry ’91
- Marguerite Ranucci ’71
- Research Results
- Rollstone Charitable Foundation
- Richard Rosen
- Shirley Saffy ’62
- The Hanover Insurance Company
- Dennis Thompson ’79G ★
- Gail Szczurko Treffinger ’69
- Unibank
- Elaine Raftery Walter ’59, Hon. ’96
- Mark Weiss and Ann Simonis
- Wiley & Sons
- Mark and Maryellen Williamson
- Mildred Zweir

**MADONNA CIRCLE** ($500 – $999)
- Avidia Bank
- Douglas Barrus 84G
- Nathan Batallas ’15
- James Bidwell ★
- Denise Gearan Bilotta ’69
- Biscegilia, Steiman & Fudeman, LLP
- Joseph Brady ’96 ★
- Ann Careau ’76
- Robert Carroll ’85G
- Leanne Campbell Chabior ’78 ’82G
- Nancy Charest Charon ’74
- Elizabeth Chickering ’74
- Katherine Clarke ’77G
- Thomas & Anne Condon
- John Conte
- Alfred Coumoyer
- DCM
- Rita DeRoy, SSA ’68, Hon. ’21
- Worcester Business Development Corporation
- Mary Dickman
- Mark and Maryellen Williamson
- Mildred Zweir

**MIRIAM CIRCLE** ($250 – $499)
- Affordable Interior Systems Inc.
- Donna Madaga Andren ’77
- Rick Arseneault
- Martha Collins Balas ’65
- Sylvia Gregoire Berthiaume ’60
- Robert and Elizabeth Blute
- Ernest Brooks ’14
- David Brough ’00 ’01G ★
- David Brunelle
- Christina Callahan Hayes ’67
- Kelly Champagne ★
- Ellen Husey Clark ’59
- Geraldine Collins ’67
- Shawn Conrad 00G ★
- Amelia Martins Coviello ’63
- Kevin Crowley
- Mary Davey ’71
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- james@anni.am
- theresa@anni.am
- 508-282-2550
- 1840 Park Street, Worcester, MA 01609
- www.anni.am/give
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Kevin Dowd ★
Diana Rivera Drouillard '81
Roseann Earley
Lorene Farrar ★
Alan Feltham '77G ★
Luis Frias '83
Kathleen Goddard Gallagher '73
Peter Gardula ★
Joan-Beth Gow ★
Robert Greiner '18G
Marie Harrington Guman '70
Richard Hanlon '85G
Thomas Herget
James and Kristin Herlihy
Marguerite LaBrie Houde '56
Andrew Hubac '82
Kelly Pereira Hubac '82
Stephen Hughes '78G
Diamond Jenelid
Kearney, Donovan, McGee, LLC
Maureen McGady Kelleher '65
($100 – $249)
David Smith
Marilyn Amos
Ines Almeida, SSA
Ruth Shea '73
Dennis Vanasse '94
Diamond Jeneid
Nicole Allston
Ronald Senez '85
Danielle Truant Abbott '64
Stephen Hughes '78G
Paula Jean Alexandrowicz '71
Christine Parenteau Saulnier '61
Pagano Media, Inc.
James and Kristin Herlihy
Mary Flynn Regan '62
Nicole Stevens '90
Mary Archambeault Abair '65
Nicole Allston
Ines Almeida, SSA
Marilyn Amos
Mary Lou O'Brien Anderson '65
Carol Kingston Andrus '71
Ursula Arelio '98G
Paul Armitage '92G
Robert Ash
Andrew Athy
Robert Atwood
Muriel Audette, SSA '60
Susan O'Hearn Bamerick '65
Christine and Donald Magliaro Baril '89
Robert Barry '79G
Patricia Bassett, SSA '72
Constance Bayeur, SSA '74
Donald Beal '80G
Marcia Beal
Barbara Alexandrovich Beauregard '79 '87G
Thomas Beers '20G
Yvette Beford, SSA '58
Eric Beith '81G
Clarisse Belanger, SSA
Yvette Bellerosse, SSA '72, Hon. '91 ★
Linda Bendoris '71'81G, Hon. '91
Tim Benson '16G
Robert Bernstein
Annette Bibeau, SSA '57
Guy Bibeau '16 '81G
Judith Black
Rita Blais '69
Thomas Bogdanow '02G
Janet and Raymond Boiselle
Eric Bold '14 '81G
Mary Borelli Borelli-Bean '80
Annette Bibeau, SSA '57
Linda Bourassa McSweeney
Joan Bourke Bourke-ives '69
Paula Courtney Bouthiller '57
Annette Boyer, SSA '69
Jonathan Bray '99 '05G
Brooke Denver Brigham '13 '14G
Douglas Brown '91G ★
James Buchanan '12G
Donald Buck '90
Robert Bulinski
Tina Burdick
Nancy Burns '77
Henry Bushfan '82G
Karen Byrne '66
Margaret Cahill '71
Patricia Callahan, SSA '72
Robert Callahan '83G
Susan Martel Caplette '73
Elaine Caron, SSA '62
Sabrina Carreira '19 '20G
Antonietta and Paulo Carreira
Rita Carrier, SSA '62
Kathleen Casey '71
Robert Cavanaugh '97G
Laura Charis
Diana Chasse, SSA '57
Karen Goucher Checcoli '69
Lauren Cheneverett
David Christiansen
Norleen Kjellberg Christie '69
Ralph and Pamela Ciarmiello
Melissa Cohen
Dennis Collins Jr. '99
Anita Lancaux Collins '60
Joanne Conaway
Timothy Conner '86
Edward Conner Jr. ★
Brian Conrad '13
Thomas Conote
Timothy Cooney
Donna Couto
Robert Cox
Gail Parshley Crane '64
Dianne O'Connell Cummings '67
Jay Curran '87
Francis Dacri
Mary Dalton-Hoffman
Samuel Dambrocia '79G
G. Richard and Mary Danner
Kyle D'Arcy
Yvette Dargy, SSA '72
Gary Daugherty Jr. '20 ★
Lovettis Davis '25
Serge DeBarri
Catherine Riorian Delaney '57
Therese Demers, SSA '71
Frank DeSantis
Rachelle Gauthier Desrochers '67 Jean Desto ★
Margaret Kahn Dieringer '63
Brenda Diggitt
Patricia McKnight Doherty '67 +
Linda Doherty
Kevin Donley '15
Kevin Dowd ★
Nancy Dowd '19
Paul and Colleen Dowd
Gerald and Marilyn Dowd
Gail Cole Drake '73
Barbara Driscoll de Alvarado ★
Jacqueline Dubois, SSA '70
Carolyn Dufault
M. Judith Dunphy, SSA
Anne Durgin '83G
Sandra Duguay '08
Christina Dymek-Thompson '70
Jessica Looney Eckstrom '21G ★
Katharine Edmonds
Eugene Elliott '12G
Erwin Koch Trust
Sheila Ethier '65
Norma Ethier, SSA '65
Sheila Donoghue Ethier '65
Mary Faddick '64
Jacqueline Henry Faron '02 '10G
Constance Favreau '84 '99G
Carol Ferco
Karen Gunning Fischer '71
Francis Ford and Shirley Doyle
Ann Davitt Forsyth '62
Cheryl Bengston French '73
David Frustaci '87G
Anne Flynn Cribbs '63
Edward Gardella '82G
Paulette Gardner, SSA '67
Gary Gaskin '96 '00G
Shirley Sisti Geoffrion '56
Amalie George
Mark Georganos '85
Therese Brigham Gerhardt '84 ★
Aaron Ghizzi
Donald Giugere '84G
Amanda Gilman
Marianne Curran Girouard '67
Maureen Glowiak '86
Therese Gosselin, SSA '61
Diane Gould ★
Joan-Beth Gow ★
Stephen Greaney
Paula Green
David Grenda
Winifred Barron Griffin '61
Mark Grifflon ★
Betty Ann Guimond, SSA
Lesley Weber Gustafson '79 '82G
James Hall '80G
Lois Hall '81G
Katherine Scherrer Hall '71
Sean Halloran
Gloria Zarella Hand '55
Agnes Hanks, SSA '65
Sean Hanley
KathleenHardart
Haig Haroutunian
Carol Kavanagh Harvey '64 +
Michael Hatch
Kevin Hayes '98
Christina Jew Hayes '86
Virginia Heslinga
Frances Crowley Hirst '64
Christine Holmes
Jason Hommer
Worcester County Horticultural Society
Paul Howe
Denise Doyle Hughes '66
Susan Hunter-Blake '82 '85G
Richard Hutzenbiller '80G
Andromaxi Isenberger
Cheryl Dupont Izzy '72
Theresa Emmons Jackman '73 '78G
Michele Jacques, SSA '69, Hon. '15
Jeremiah & Joan Coffey & Family Ireland
Mayland Fung Jew '85G
Peronneau Johnson '79G
Kathleen Jordan
Kathleen Joyce
Eva McHugh Kehoe '62
Susan Power Kelly '63
Judy Kenary '96G ★
Daniel and Tara Kidcoyne
Sang Kim ★
Mary-Ann Matys Kirklasius '88G
Sheila Cassilly Koot '66
Donna Varney Kraus '81
Steven Kwederis Jr. '83G
Jane Ellen West LaCroix '64
Evelyn Daugherty Blake '62
Kevin LaDuke '92
Richard and Diane Lagasse
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Anne Laliberte '62
Paul Lambert
Dean Landry '85
Lynne Landry '87
Gerald Latham '82G
Pauline Laurence, SSA '72
Marsha Lavoie
Amy Law
Robert Lebeau
Jacqueline LeBoeuf, SSA '72 '08G
Ray and Kathy LeBoeuf
Alfred LeDoux '81G
Bruce Leger '06G
Tina Leesur
Claire McIntyre Lent '64
Timothy Lew
Linda Viscosi Limoli '70 '80G
Jennifer Logee
Robert Lotuff
Stephen Lundrigan 17G
Craig Maddalena
Michael Maddalena '03
Susan Madden
Phyllis Madigan '64
Michaline Chomicz Manno '57
Pauline Marcotte, SSA '71
Katherine Howard Marcoux '77
Mary Adorno Marro '70
Catherine Marrone
Louise Marsello '64
Linda Martuscello
Lois Mason '73
Massachusetts Biomedical Initiatives
William Massicotte
Darrell Matsumoto
Janet McCarthy '64
Edward McDonald '81G
Barbara McDonald '85G
Mary-Margaret McGrail '62
Joan McGurk
John McLaughlin
James McNamara '11 '15G
Kathleen Meagher
Judith Rioux Medeiros '66
Edgar Mendez
Robert Meomartino
Malissa O'Rourke Miot '89
Ann Marie Mires
Kateri Mitchell, SSA '71, Hon. '05G
Lenore and Charles Monahan
Debbie Moore-Miller
Brendon Moran
Michael Morgan
Michael Morgan 12G
Timothy Moriarty '83G
Theresa Morin-Doyle '87G
Garfield Morrison Jr. '81G
D. Moschos, Esq.
Nancy Mrzyglod '74
Nancy Zalaritis Muiuse '73
Vanda Kormanski Mullins '66
Ann Lavin Murphy '64
David Murphy '98
Birgit Nelson '77G
Gary Nestor '00 '04G
Kathleen Weldon Newcomer '65
Richard Newton '84G
Helen Northrup
Theresa Noury, SSA '68, Hon. '14
Katherine Cheney Novosad '71
Timothy O'Brien '96
Martin & Kathleen O'Dea
Kathleen Roach Ohtson '66
Margaret Olson '83G
Sarah Pappas
Elizabeth Parks '08
John & Diane Parks
Jennifer Parrish '93 '00G
John Patrakis '98 '02G
Leslie Bernard Paul '71
Phyllis Pearson '79G
Kimberly Pecker
Mary Jane Curran Pelletier '73
Jose Pena '13 '15G
Jeanne Provencial Perreault '62
R.Norman Peters
David Peterson
Evertte Pierce '09G
Yvette Bourdelias Pietangelo '63
Leocadia Linga Pietrewicz '67
Robert Pijewski
Kathryn Harrington Pisk '75
Anne Miriam Plant, SSA '76
Monica Poitras
Elaine Potvin, SSA '72
Michele & Jared Powers
Kelly Gaydusek Prendergast '99G
Gerard Proulx '84G
Patricia Regan-Chuplis '00G
Edward Reynolds, Hon. '16
Andre Rheault '91
Catherine Richard '89
Georgene Reid '70
Theresa Riel '09G
Rose Robillard, SSA '68
Sean Rose and Maureen Rose
Kathleen Rowe '92
Nancy Roy '65
Michael Russell
Lenore Rust
Elizabeth Sabaj '76
Worcester County Saint Patrick's Parade Committee
Linda Salmons '81 '87G
R. Joseph Salois
Regina Sanderson '81G
Diane White Sandler '81G
Vinny Sasso
Doren Scott, SSA '86
Nancy Scott
Barbara Bonetti Selinger '69
David Shea '93 '03G
Ann Marie Shea '61
Thomas and Geidre Shea
George Sherrill '97G
Susan Donohue Simitis '68
Stephanie Smith '88
Megan Smith
Karl Soderlund '92
St. Vincent de Paul Society
Suzanne Stagias '07
Sandra Staney '97
Carol LoConto Stanton '65
State Street Foundation, Inc.
Heather and Dan Stewart
Jean Aldinger Stewart '84G
Gina Stone
M. Lynne Curran Strid '72
Kelly Sullivan
John Sullivan
Sunnyside Ford
Joanne Szyk '76
Elaine Zul '73
Table Talk Pies
Lucille Talbot '93G
Yasuko Johnson Tanaka '76
Mary Tattan
Daniel Teahan '20
Nicholas Tessier III '84
The Guru Tax & Financial Services
Forrest Thorpe III '05 '15G
Jessica Hagopian Thorpe '05
Jeff & Michelle Titus
Enyeneama Udofia
Mary Ann Ulevich
Francesca Vaccaro
Carol Richie Vadenais '75
Susan Wallace
William Wallace
Matthew Wally
Darlene Walsh
James Walsh
Mary Ellen Ward
William Warner '85G
Eleanor Waslak
Brian and Nancy Watts
R. Kent Weaver '79G
Nancy Wegimont '68
Michael Welch '91G
Pauline Weldon, SSA
Daniel Wells '95G
Susen Whitemore
Bernadette Pizczynski Wyman '64
Sharon Zenevitch '84
Mary Ziccardi Farrell '73
Amanda Beaver
Katherine Begin '82
Margaret Belanger '70
Michael Belmont '82G
Robert Blanchi '86G
Pat Bibaud
Bernardine Birch
W. Lee Blackburn '83G
Craig Blais
Kathleen Blake '76
Paul Blass '76G
Board No 26 Basketball Officials
James Boyd Jr. '85G
Kimberly Braga
Jodi Brenner
Nicole Brewer
Dan Briand
Mary Eileen Martin Brossan '62
Joan Wynne Brunell '68
Pamela Brunelle
Jeannette Bruso '83
Emily Sadoski Buch-Hague '61
Jack Burlas
David Burns
Robert Buyniski '85G
Leah Caggiano '71
Nancy Capparelli
Jennifer Carlson
Richard Carpenter Jr. '78
Angela DeAngelis Casey '69
Joanne Marie Cassidy '74
Ludy Celestini '62
Lorraine Ceto '78
Mary Chappell
Discell Charlton Jr. '98G
Mary Chernell-Smith '84 '88G
Leika Cherobin
Arne Christensen
Karri Ciance
Paul Ciance
Elizabeth and Patricia Ciavola
Michele Coakley
Elena Maglione Coffey '69 '82G
Lawrence Cohen
Pamela Cole '85G
James Colton III '89
Richard Conrad
Richard Conway
Saylor Costa '23
Louis Cornacchio
Joan Friel Cronin '65
Gerald Cronin
Denise Cote Cross '76
Christopher Crossman '96
Thomas Cullinan '80G
Julie Carluantuo DuAndrea '75 '80G
Joseph D'Andrea '91G
Kathleen Phillips Davidson '87G
Lovettes Davis '25
Carol Poirier DeCubellis '57
Louise Delatorre
Julitza Delgado
Paul Dell'Aquila
Meghan DePatsy

GIFTS UP TO $99
Sarah Adams
Amanda Alexander
Mark Allison
Alex Angelo '20
Anonymous
Catherine Flanagan Armata '63
James Arnold '07
Jessica Arpin
Marilyn Atchue '84
Lorraine Sledziewski Bachand '66
Barbara Balchunas '79G
Judith Plummer Barclay '92
Evelyne Thibout Battle '79
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WAYS TO GIVE

GIVING ONLINE
Our secure server makes supporting the Anna Maria Fund quick and easy at: annamaria.edu/donate

GIVING BY MAIL
(send check, debit/credit card info, or EFT)
Office of Advancement
Anna Maria College
50 Sunset Lane, Box K
Paxton, MA 01612

GIVING BY PHONE
Call us at (508) 849-3341 to learn more or give today!

GIFTS OF STOCK
Transferring stock to Anna Maria is, for many, the preferred way to make a gift. It’s easy, and your gift is fully tax-deductible at the current market value of the stock. Contact us by email at giving@annamaria.edu or call (508) 849-3341.

PLANNED GIFTS
A planned gift offers potential financial and tax benefits. There are many ways to include Anna Maria College in your estate plans. Contact us with questions regarding a traditional bequest, IRA charitable rollover, life insurance beneficiary designation, real estate, or securities transfer.

MATCHING GIFTS
Hundreds of companies nationwide participate in the matching gift program. Your company, or your partner’s, may be one of them. The idea is simple. For every dollar you give to Anna Maria College, your company may give an additional dollar or more; in some cases, even two or three. To find out whether your gift to Anna Maria College can be matched, contact your company’s benefits or personnel office.
IN MEMORY OF

Catherine M. Murray
Mary Lou Anderson ’65
Affordable Interior Systems Inc
Anonymous
Andrew Athy
Robert Bernstein
Bernardine Birch
Robert and Elizabeth Blute
Board No 26 Basketball Officials
Linda Bourassa McSweeney
David Brunelle
Ralph and Pamela Ciarmiello
Elizabeth and Patricia Ciavola
Lawrence Cohen
John Conte
Thomas Conte
Timothy Cooney
Louis Cormacirollo
Robert Cox
Gerald Cronin
Mary Dalton-Hoffman
Kyle D’Arcy
Paul Dell’Aquila
Worcester Business Development Corporation
Mary Dickman
Brenda Diggs
Linda Doherty
Michael Doherty and Roberta O’Brien
Paul and Colleen Dowd
Gerald and Marilyn Dowd
Cornellus and Gail Driscoll
Mary Dube
Roseann Earley
Fallon Community Health Plan
Fidelity Bank
Jennifer Finnegan
Gail Finnegan
Francis Ford and Shirley Doyle
Eugene Genese
Thomas and Amanda Gibbons
Amanda Gilman
Steven Goodman
Stephen Greaney
David Grenon
Michael Grow
Kathleen Hardart
James and Kristin Herlihy
Hills Family Foundation
Jason Homer
Worcester County Horticultural Society
Elizabeth and Norman Jacques
Jeremiah & Joan Coffey & Family Irelan
Kathleen Jordan
Amy Jordan
Kathleen Joyce
Kearney, Donovan, McGee, LLC
Margaret Laurence
Timothy Leow
K.K Madaus and E.A Foley
Massachusetts Biomedical Initiatives
Thomas and D’arcy McCarthy
Joan McGurik
Dennis McManus
Karl Molt
Lenore and Charles Monahan
Brendon Moran
D. Moschos, Esq.
William Murphy
Kathleen and Thomas Myshraill
David Newman
Charles Norton
Roberta O’Brien ’57
Martin & Kathleen O’Dea
R.Norman Peters
Ellen Phlibin ’80
Margaret Prendergast
Edward Reynolds
Theresa Riel ’09G
Robillard Law Office
Jean Rose and Maureen Rose
Worcester County Saint Patrick’s Parade Committee
R. Joseph Salois
Robert & Kimberly Schoen
Nancy Scott
Thomas and Deirdre Shea
Megan Smith
Robert Spellane
St. Vincent de Paul Society
John Sullivan
Linda Swenson
Table Talk Pies
William Tattan
The Guru Tax & Financial Services
The Health Foundation of Central Mass.
Jeff & Michelle Titus
Unibank
United Way of Central Mass.
Francesca Vacciaro
William Wallace
Matthew Wally
James Walsh
Brian and Nancy Watts
Mark Weiss and Ann Simanis
Ann White
Worcester Business Development Corp.
Worcester Railers Booster Club
Worcester Regional Chamber of Commerce
Charlene Zimkiewicz ’80G

IN HONOR OF

Maureen Logan Coghlin ’57, Hon. ’16
Nancy and James Coghlin Sr.

Joe Wilson
Martha Chiarchiaio ’78 ’85G

Constance Rossi ’57
Robert O’Brien ’57

GRANT PARTNERS

The following are grant partners who gave awards to Anna Maria in the 2022-2023 year.

Blanche Walsh Charity Trust
George F. and Sybil H. Fuller Foundation
Highland Street Foundation
Reliant Foundation, Inc.
Rollstone Charitable Foundation
Sisters of Saint Anne

Mary Cronin Giorgi ’64
Frances Hirst ’64
Janet McCarthy ’64
Ann Murphy ’64
Bernadette Wyman ’64

Mary T. Shelvin Murray ’67
Daniel and Tara Kilcoyne

Patricia Knight Doherty ’67
Norma Burnett ’67
Maryclare Forry ’67
Elaine McDonald ’67

Paula Marks Brunell
Mary Borelli-Bean ’67

Sharon Howe
Paul Howe

Sr. Bernadette Madore
Elizabeth George ’65

Sr. Mary Rose Isabel
Mary Marro ’70

M.T. Friel
Geraldine Collins ’67

Every effort has been made to accurately recognize all who have contributed to Anna Maria College. All gifts received between July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023 are included in this report. From time to time we make errors in spelling or donor listing. Should you recognize any such mistake, please advise the Office of Institutional Advancement.
“Since 2022, I started working with the United States Forest Service where I work as a firefighter on an engine company based in Las Vegas. I love my job. I can’t thank Anna Maria enough.”

BROCK ESKILDSEN ‘23 FROM MURRIETA, CA

“My favorite memory is giving back to the community through my work with the Academic Center Transition (ACT) Program in Worcester where I mentored students struggling with behavioral issues.”

ELIJAH ALLSTON ’23 FROM CHESHIRE, CT

“I am really passionate about my two majors. Right now, I am focusing on finishing my thesis, looking forward to my MBA, and from there getting a job. I am excited for the real world.”

MAGIN GOMEZ ‘22 FROM PARAGUAY

“One of my life goals was to be an adjunct professor and I’m ecstatic to say that I now teach at Anna Maria.”

TARA M. RIVERA G’16 FROM FITCHBURG, MA

“Anna Maria has a strong reputation among law enforcement officers who complete the program.”

CAPTAIN JAMES PELOQUIN ‘22 OF THE WESTFORD, MA POLICE DEPARTMENT

“Anna Maria allowed me to be able to continue my love for athletics and pursue my education in nursing. It also had a very small community which resembled the one I grew up in.”

MEGHAN SONIA ’23, NURSING GRADUATE

WHAT OUR STUDENTS ARE SAYING!
What Does Anna Maria Mean to You?

The answer might lie in the moments you had in the classroom of a favorite professor. Or the friendships that have enriched your life for 10, 20, 30, or more years. Or the thrill of personal achievement in the field.

You can honor your meaningful moments with a gift that lives through time. Planned gifts take many forms, but each one lets you prioritize Anna Maria in advance—providing scholarships for students of talent and promise, sustaining a faculty of for whom teaching is a calling, and creating facilities and spaces that celebrate the accomplishment and community for which Anna Maria is known.

Planned giving pays it forward but can also benefit you in the here and now. Gifts through your estate, gifts that pay you income, and other types of planned gifts support Anna Maria while delivering financial and tax benefits to you and your family.

What lives in your memory? Let that moment of personal significance guide your gift. Explore ideas. Be creative. Find inspiration in the gifts of other donors, and contact us for more information when you’re ready. We look forward to helping you write the next chapter of your Anna Maria story.

JOIN THE ANNA MARIA LEGACY SOCIETY.

The Anna Maria Legacy Society was established to honor those individuals who strengthen the future of the College through their estate plans. Anna Maria is delighted to recognize those who want to provide opportunities for future generations by including Anna Maria in their will or by establishing a planned gift. These long-term arrangements are crucial to the growth and development of the College.

Your visionary planning provides a legacy of leadership for Anna Maria’s future. Thank you.

Questions?
email: alumni@annamaria.edu  call: 508.849.3341
Why I include Anna Maria in my Estate Planning.

“There is a certain peace of mind that comes with an estate gift. It is comforting to know that when I ‘go gentle into that good night,’ I will also, through my gift, say a final thank you to an institution that paved the way for a happy and productive life.”

– Suzanne Chapdelaine Kelly ’59

“I wanted to endow a scholarship at Anna Maria for a student in financial need, but the amount of money needed today was beyond my reach. What I’ve done instead is leave the College a portion of my estate to endow a scholarship in the future that will last forever.”

– Elizabeth “Tad” Chickering ’74

Make a (Big) difference.

JOIN THE ANNA MARIA LEGACY SOCIETY
April 20th, 2023, was our Anna Maria College Day of Giving.

We raised $41,000 beating our total from last year in just one day. Alumni, Students, Parents, Faculty/Staff, and Friends of the college stepped up to make a difference by donating to our Annual Fund.

Mark your calendars!

Giving Back is one of the values of Anna Maria College. It certainly showed, and we are looking forward to “Feeling the Love for AMC” by celebrating with a 2024 Day of Giving on Valentine’s Day, February 14, 2024!

1 day | 276 donors | $41,000 raised for Annual Fund